
Pixelache 2012 Helsinki Report

Exploring new production models with sustainability as the core goal, Pixelache invested 
signiicant resources to develop year-round and local/regional activities.

Not less than 50 public events, including lectures, workshops, an unconference, expeditions, 
a small scale exhibition etc., have been organised in Southern Finland and around the Gulf of 
Finland, as part of Pixelache’s educationnal programme Pixelversity. 

In addition to the follow-up on the long-term residency project ‘Suomenlinna Money Lab’ 
iniated in 2011 with artist Christian Nold (UK), a new residency programme called ‘Pixelache 
Micro-Residencies’ was launched. It focuses on the informal exchange of knowledge 
between peers and in its context, four professionals from Pixelache’s extended network were 
hosted for a week in our organisation.

This year’s festival was scaled down and organised around one main unconference day in 
May on the theme of Do-It-With-Others. In the mean time, Pixelache Network has welcome 
two new nodes in Bamako (Mali) and Sao Paolo (Brasil).

Last but not least, Pixelache was awarded the Finnish State Prize for Art.

www.pixelache.ac/helsinki/
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2002- 2012: Pixelache’s Main Developments

The Media arts context has gone through a huge transformation internationally during the past decade. With digital media becoming the predomi-
nant media in our lives, with the advent of the social web, the role of media arts organizations has been questioned and is re-adjusting.

After 10 years, Pixelache's relationship to technology is still about using technology to empower oneself (and groups), not to be enslaved by it. 
However this idea is embodied in a different manner than at the start.

/// From an audiovisual focus, Pixelache’s spectrum of ields of interests has widened to include an increasing number of new topics such as envi-
ronmental, public space, alternative economies issues, etc.

/// Critically looking at the development of 'emerging technology’ has brought sustainibility issues into the centre and has thus brought us to in-
creasingly explore and promote appropriate technologies (generally recognized as encompassing technological choice and 'application that is 
small-scale, labor-intensive, energy-eficient, environmentally sound, and locally controlled’).

/// Receiving activity funding from the Ministry of Education & Culture and from the City of Helsinki has allowed to allocate resources to sustain lo-
cal and regional round-the-year educationnal (Pixelversity) and residency programmes.

/// Pixelache has also become an international informal network of like-minded organisations, that has kept growing year after year. In parallel to 
this development, Pixelversity’s agenda has during the past years been to increase regional networking, in the rest of Finland and around the Gulf of 
Finland.

/// Transdisciplinary from its inception, Pixelache has developed a signiicant expertise in transdisciplinarity along the years.
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2002- 2012: Pixelache’s Methods 

/// Experimentation and prototyping, space for trying and failing
Media art does not only deal critically with the development and use of media and technology but is also a true laboratory from which emerge pro-
totypes and concepts from the most prosaic to the most poetic. We believe in the potential of open source, and DIWO culture for capacity building 
around common issues, such as the media dependency, but also to the water, energy and food dependency crisis which the world is facing today.

/// Education 
Emphasizing skill-sharing, peer-learning, learning by doing and Do it Yourself developing into Do it With Others (DIWO), towards social and commu-
nity learning and capacity building (Pixelversity, micro-residencies, other educational activities at festival time).

/// Network building 
Pixelache rapidly evolved from a local festival in Helsink into an important hub within a network of link-minded organisations forming the Pixelache 
Network and currently consisting of about 10 nodes. Pixelache is also part of a wider regional and international network of similar organizations, 
practioners and producers, independent media arts and networked culture scene. Pixelversity has largely contributed to strengthen 
Pixelache’s links to the Baltic region and even more recently to North-West Russia.

/// Transdisciplinarity
From its inception, Pixelache has been thought as a transdiciplinary organization, working between the ield of experimental art, design, science 
and technology. We believe in the necessity to develop trans-disciplinary capacities even further to engage in common issues, simply because it is 
were innovation and problem solving is going to come from. That is why we are currently collaborating with different environmental and develop-
mental NGOs, schools and universities etc. Cultural workers can contribute to environmental protection and sustainable nature-resource manage-
ment. Cultural organizations should lead the way with example, especially those with network building and facilitation experience.

/// Supporting resilience themed activities & appropriate technology ideas
Pixelache has been supporting various projects and initiatives committed to building resilience across a wide range of areas (food, economics, en-
ergy etc). Resilience is connected to emerging trends in the media arts and network culture scene dealing with sustainability issues. 
* How can artists, curators, cultural producers relate and contribution to these processes?
* What are the roles that new peer-based innovations, technology, as well as tradition and cultural heritage contribute?

/// Functioning as a stepping-stone and creating a social economy 
For various contributors from our local scene, Pixelache Helsinki is the main way to present their recent professional practice, research or approach 
to art, design and technology. For others it's a hobby event to test experiment with prototypes. For a lucky handful, it's both! During Pixelache fes-
tival, contributors beneit from a concentrated support and extra exposure/publicity. The aim of Pixelversity is to sustain interested individuals in 
educational activity beyond the festival times. 



State Prize for Art 2012 (Valtion taidepalkinto)

On 3rd December, Pixelache was presented with the State Prize for Art by Minister of Culture and 
Sport P. Arhinmäki. Finland’s state prizes for the arts are awarded in recognition of work completed 
within the last three years that is of especially high artistic merit, or for long-term valuable work for the 
good of a speciic artform. The award is given to 1-2 individual artists and 1-2 organisations every year. 

Pixelache was awarded the prize especially in recognition of the Pixelache festival that has ‘grown 
from a small event to a signiicant international festival series and network’ and for the special char-
acter of Pixelache described to be found ‘always at the forefront and alert to react to current issues in 
society and politics’. The growing importance of Pixelache’s activities around the year and of Pixelver-
sity in particular was also highlighted. For Pixelache, it’s a great honour and a recognition of over 10 
years of collective effort. 



PIXELACHE ROUND-THE-YEAR ACTIVITIES 2012 
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Pixelversity 2012

PIXELVERSITY is the outreach & education programme of Pixelache Helsinki scene around the year. Pixelversity 
aims to be a ‘learning bridge’ between practitioners, cultural and non-proit organisations, interested individu-
als and larger institutions, and an outreach programme extending beyond Helsinki. Pixelversity is a series of 
educational events, focusing on practical workshops as well as presentations by foreign curators and other 
media art professionals. Consideration is given to the relationships between the different activities, and how 
they may build up accumulative knowledge and skills towards future Pixelache Helsinki events.

Pixelversity 2012 programme was composed of proposals from artists, makers, organisers and researchers who 
are Pixelache association members, and invited guest contributors. The events also offered a meeting point 
for the local Pixelache scene outside the festival period, and an opportunity to check out partner activity for 
example in Tampere and Tallinn.

In 2012 the main themes were Renewable Festivals, Creative Neighborhood Skills, Virtuality & Social identity, 
Ecosystem and Environmental Monitoring, as well as Open Design, Crafts & Manufacturing. In 2012 special em-
phasis was also put on the cooperation in the Gulf of Finland region (Finland, NW Russia & Estonia).
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Trashlab programme of events in 2012

Pixelversity: Trashlab / Renewable festivals

This cluster of learning opportunities relates 
to sustainable, low-carbon, renewable use 
and decentralised production of do-it-our-
selves energy. Included for exploration were 
waste materials, biomass, kinetic-mechanic, 
solar & wind sources for electricity, as well 
as alternative human sustenance in our cul-
tural production models, considering change 
holistically. This theme was proposed by 
Antti Ahonen (Pixelache member & Koelse).

Trashlab monthly events explored ex-
perimental art-design-technology practice 
between hacker and maker cultures, in the 
context of re/up-cycling and the increased 
availability of new fabrication tools. Trash-
lab’s objective was to build up a community 
of people (artists, designers, hackers, re/up-
cyclers, activists) who are concerned with 
material and electronic waste in contem-
porary society, and tackle this problem with 
creative and tangential approaches.

14.01. Tietotalkoot
Aalto Media Factory, Helsinki.

17.02. Lecture by Antti Ahonen (Koelse, FI)
Aalto Media Factory, Helsinki.

18.02. Tietotalkoot
Aalto Media Factory, Helsinki.

13.-22.03.: Trashlab Tallinn Workshop “Down 
and Dirty in Polymer”
Culture Factory Polymer, Tallinn.

15.03. Lecture by Harmen Sijp & Diana Wild-
schuft (de Spullenmannen, NL)
Von Krahl Theatre, Tallinn.

16.03. Lecture by Harmen Sijp & Diana Wild-
schuft (de Spullenmannen, NL)
Aalto Media Factory, Helsinki.

19.3. Fake It Til You Make It workshop by 
Justin Tyler (Polymer, EE)
Ptarmigan, Tallinn.

22.3. REUSE Exhibition opening & Global 
Container event
Culture Factory Polymer, Tallinn

13.04. Lecture by Ernest Truely (Polymer / 
Baltic Film & Media School, EE)
Aalto Media FactoryHelsinki.

14.04. Trashlab/Fablab Workshop
Fab Lab, Aalto Media Factory, Helsinki.

05.05. Trashlab/Fablab Workshop
Fab Lab, Aalto Media Factory, Helsinki.

10.05. Lecture by Jennifer Gabrys (Gold-
smiths University, UK)
Aalto Media Factory, Helsinki.

12.05. Demo-stall by Kulturlabor Triar & Er-
ror (DE), Arbis Education Centre, Helsinki.

07.06. Lecture by Peter Kuria Githinji (SHALIN 
Helsinki ry, FI)
Aalto Media Factory, Helsinki.

20-22.7. Renewable Festival’s gathering
Wasteland Festival, Kouvola 

30.08. Lecture by James Wallbank (Access 
Space, UK) 
Aalto Media Factory, Helsinki.

31.08. Trashlab expedition to electric and 
electronic waste sorting station
Sortti Station, Betonintie 3, Konala, Helsinki

04.10. Lecture by Maria Törn (Aalto Lahti 
Centre)
Aalto Media Factory, Helsinki.

18.10. Lecture by Reet Aus (EE)
Aalto Media Factory, Helsinki. 

20-21.10. Trashlab contribution to Wärkfest
Kaapelitehdas, Helsinki

15.11. Lecture by Cindy Kohtala (CS/Aalto 
Design)
Aalto Media Factory, Helsinki.

13.12. Lecture by Karthikeya Acharya & Samir 
Bhowmik (Aalto Design/Media, FI)
Aalto Media Factory, Helsinki.

15.12. from 18.00-20.00: Repair Cafe, led by 
Justin Tyler Tate 
Pixelache ofice, Helsinki.

On a monthly basis a multifaceted set of 
groups (Koelse, Kokomys, local Helsinki 
makers initiating the process) brought their 
practice to Aalto Media Factory, and other 
locations, including Polymer Cultural Factory 
(Tallinn), Wasteland Festival (Kouvola) over 
the year. They (and Pixelversity) aimed to en-
courage a peer-based learning environment 
related to hacking electronics, appropriate 
technology for renewable energy production/
usage, digital fabrication and re/up-cycling 
materials.  Trashlab was also one of Pix-
elache Helsinki’s contributions to Alternative 
Design Capital 2012.

A lecture series called ‘Talking Trash(lab) 
was organised to complement, which invited 
local, regional and European guests to speak 
on related topics, as a presentation before 
each Trashlab workshop. Each lecture was 
documented as a video stream live, and 
available for future viewing.
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Pixelversity: Virtuality, Social identity & Augmented Reality
Virtuality, social identity & augmented 
reality programme of events in 2012

26.01. 1st stop on Virtuality Grand Tour (VGT): 
Introduction- Twitvisio+Doodle+Etherpad, 
hosted by Andrew Paterson 

15.02. 2nd stop on VGT: OpenSim+Jokaydia 
GRID, hosted by Owen Kelly

22.02. 3rd stop on VGT: Rethinking a City- 
platform: Skype, hosted by Darko Aleksovski’

13.03. 4th stop on VGT: Google Maps etc, 
hosted by Sari TMK

20.03. 5th stop on VGT: Google Spreadsheets 
as open game world, hosted by Jon Paludan

17.04. 6th stop on VGT: Dérivée Virtual Rosen-
gård- platform: Google Maps etc, hosted by 
Mikko Lipiäinen

02.05. 7th stop on VGT: G+ Hangout, hosted 
by Owen Kelly

12.05. Camp Pixelache sub-theme: Virtuality/
Social Identity, Arbis adult-education centre, 
Helsinki.

understanding of the theoretical underpin-
nings and practical possibilities. This theme 
was proposed by Owen Kelly (Arcada Uni-
versity of Applied Sciences, Aalto University 
Art Education). Each stop on the Virtuality 
Grand Tour (VGT) explored different online 
platform(s) and tools. around cultural land-
marks. In this theme the practice with differ-
ent stops on an online ‘tour’ were revived.

This online study group related to practices, 
projects and communities engaged with the 
creation of digital tools and protocols that 
facilitate autonomous user control over the 
data that constitutes digital identity and 
digital behaviour, and the exploration of the 
interfaces between public / private, personal 
/ social and real / virtual. 
Participants looked at a range of existing and 
planned projects, and came to an 

A ‘grand tour’ worked in the tradition of 
classical learning travels in the tradition of 
classical learning travels around cultural 
landmarks. In this theme the practice with 
different stops on an online ‘tour’ were 
revived.
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01.01.-30.12. Reporting on open design and 
data activities in the region

14.2. Open Map Workshop as contribution to 
Invisible City WDC2012,
 Korjaamo, Helsinki.

17-18.03. E-embroidery Workshop by Ra-
myah Gowrishankar & Kati Hyyppä, 
Pixelache ofice, Kaapelitehdas, Helsinki

12.05. Camp Pixelache sub-theme: Open 
Design, Crafts & Manufacturing, 
Arbis adult-education centre, Helsinki

25-28.05. ‘M4m’ Seminar & Workshops in 
collaboration with SERDE, Aizpute, Latvia

13-14.10: Open Workshop
Pixelache ofice/Made in Kallio, Helsinki.

Open design, craft & manufacturing 
programme of events in 2012

Pixelversity: Open design, Craft & Manufacturing

This study group/cluster of learning opportuni-

ties related to emerging practices & communi-

ties mobilising around ‘open design’, crafts, and 

computer-aided manufacturing or electronics. It 

also took a look at how connections can be made 

between diferent skills, ways of doing, and tradi-

tions in the eastern Baltic Sea Region.

E-EMBROIDERY WORKSHOP: This 2-day workshop 

explored the marriage of traditional embroidery 

and electronics in an e-textile workshop, on 

7.-18.3.2012. Embracing crafting traditions and 

open design, the workshop took place in Helsinki, 

and was organised by Ramyah Gowrishankar  

(New Media Designer) and Kati Hyyppä  (Re-

searcher, Interaction Designer).  Participants dived 

hands-on in stitching yarns and LEDs into fasci-

nating patterns with a helping hand from tutors. 

The results of the workshop were later exhibited 

at Camp Pixelache demo exhibition in May.

PIXELACHE FESTIVAL OPEN MAP PROJECT: During 

WDC2012 Open Weekend and Invisible City event 

at Korjaamo on 4.2.2012, Pixelache contributed a 

workshop proposal towards open data, transpar-

ency and info-visualisation. We turned the scope 

onto our own hidden and semi-forgotten organ-

isational data, that stretches back to 2002. This 

event started a process of making an open data 

and visualisation project to map and visualize 

the history and connections, between diferent 

activities, organisations and people in Pixelache 

Festival and the digital culture scene of Helsinki 

/ Finland using DOT programming language and 

Graphviz to make digital versions later. Over the 

year, we continued to develop the Open Map, 

making a physical copy it in November 2012.
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Pixelversity: Creative Neighborhood Skills

20.-21.04 Contribution to Finnish Social 
Forum by Pixelache/Pixelversity at Arbis, 
Helsinki.

23.-25.04. Visit of CISR group from St. Pete. 
to Helsinki (presentation on 24.4.) 
at Pixelache ofice, Helsinki.

12.05. Camp Pixelache theme ‘Suomenlinna 
Money Lab & Creative Neighbourhood Skills’ 
at Arbis, Helsinki.

13.06. Presentation by Laura Shaeffer (Chi-
cago, USA) at Roihuvuori Library, Helsinki.

14.-20.06. Active Urbanism Workshop (pre-
INURA2012 Meeting), Tallinn.

24.-26.08. Coop/Global Villages Camp in at 
Hirvitalo/Pispala Library,Tampere.

16.10. Art-(Social) Science Seminar at CISR, 
St. Petersburg.

25.11.-1.12. from 17.00-19.00: Light is History 
community art space by Karthikeya Acharya 
& Samir Bhowmik
Hakaniementori, Helsinki.

This cluster of learning opportunities related 
to facilitation, organisational and participa-
tory practices of engaging in one’s neigh-
bourhood and the different economies in-
volved. It covered citizen, volunteer, artistic 
and activist strategies as well as grassroots 
community development from different ex-
amples locally and internationally. Several

learn about cooperatives, to share experi-
ences, stories and practices of different 
types of cooperativism from the grassroots 
and neighbourhood perspective. This trans-
disciplinary weekend of events connects 
the practice of informal cultural cooperation 
and formal cooperatives in Pirkkanmaa and 
wider Finland. 

Creative neighborhood skills  
programme of events in 2012

events and projects were organised by 
Pixelache members and partners within the 
context of this theme.

Following last year’s irst Coop Camp, the 
second annual event took place in Pispala-
Tampere again from 23-26. August. Coop 
Camp is a tietotalkoot event, an occasion to
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Pixelversity: Ecosystem & Environmental Monitoring

This study group/cluster of learning oppor-
tunities related to ecosystem theory, sensors 
and environmental monitoring, and citizen/
participatory science, in the context of open 
data: how to support and develop the activi-
ties that are already going on in institutions 
at a more grassroot level? These activities 

10.04. Birch Sap Gathering Research with 
SERDE, Helsinki

07.04. Initial meeting for Res Agri (resiliant 
technologies for urban agriculture) led by 
Mikko Laajola, in collaboration with Guerilla 
Gardeners Network Helsinki.

12.05. ‘The Art of Gathering Environmen-
tal Data’ theme at Camp Pixelache, Arbis, 
Helsinki

13.05. ‘The Art of Gathering Environmental 
Data’ Brunch with Finnish Bioart Society, 
Helsinki, Finland.

18-19.05. Modular Hydroponic System 
Workshop and other on site- installations 
led by Mikko Laajola, Helsinki

05.-07.06. ‘The Art of Gathering Environmen-
tal Data: Best Practice’ Workshop with Finn-
ish Bioart Society, Science Corner, Helsinki

08.09. ‘AppleThink’ Event in collaboration 
with Dodo, Malminkartano orchard, Helsinki

13.-15.09. ‘AppleThink’ Event, in collabora-
tion with RIXC & SERDE, Aizpute, Latvia.

16.09. Urban Foraging Ride by Joel Rosen-
berg (Dodo), Helsinki.

Ecosystem & Environmental Monitor-
ing programme of events in 2012

 

mostly took the form of local workshops 
led by various individuals. This theme was 
inspired in dialogue with Erich Berger from 
Finnish Bioart Society.

Under the umbrella ‘The Art of Gathering 
Environmental Data’, the Finnish Bioart

Society and Pixelversity organise a series of 
events and workshops concerned with col-
lecting, publishing and using environmental 
data in art&science practice.
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Pixelversity: Gulf of Finland / Finland + NW Russia + Estonia

This study group/cluster of learning oppor-
tunities relates to cultural, socio-political, 
historical and ecological connections around 
the Gulf of Finland/ NE arm of the Baltic Sea, 
surrounded by Finland, Russia, Estonia.

This initiative is lead by the belief that

 17-22.01. Networking visit (by Andrew 
Paterson) to CISR, St. Petersburg & Polymer, 
Tallinn.

 5-6.02. Networking visit (by Andrew Pater-
son and Nathalie Aubret) to Lappenranta.

 26-30.04:Networking visit by Lilia Vo-
ronkova & Oleg Panchenov/CISR to Helsinki 
(supported by Norden.ru)

12.04.-10.05. Abandoned Mystery Expedi-
tion (Jon Irigoyen from Finland) to 
Kaliningrad.

 12.05. Camp Pixelache

2-7.09. Abandoned Mystery Expedition 
(supporting Lithuanians & Russians) to Lap-
penranta/Hamina/Vyborg

16-18.10. Seminar Gathering at CISR, St. 
Petersburg (inviting 2-3 from Finland)

Gulf of Finland
Programme of events in 2012

 

there is a necessity to develop trans-disci-
plinary capacities to engage on/in
Commons issues, towards an eco-geo-
graphic perspective. It also relies on the 
idea that cultural workers (such as those 
gathering around Pixelache) can contribute 
to environmental protection and 

sustainable nature-resource utilisation/
manage and  that active cultural organisa-
tions should lead the way with example,
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Pixelache Residencies 2012

Production Residency
In 2012, the Suomenlinnna Money Lab pro-
duction residency project developed in 
collaboration with artist Christian Nold (UK) 
was continued. 

Micro-Residencies
Pixelache also launched a micro-residency 
programme and offered 4 micro-residencies 
positions on one week periods. They are 
based on invitation for professionals of 
Pixelache’s extended network. These are not 
oriented towards new productions as such 
but rather function as spaces for informal 
knowledge exchange and inspiration, be-
tween the resident and the host organisation, 
and to some extent between the resident & 
the local scene. 
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Production Residency: Suomenlinna Money Lab

Christian Nold is a British artist designer and 
educator. Since graduating from the Royal Col-
lege of Art in 2004, he has led many large-scale 
participatory mapping projects and local currency 
projects. Projects have been staged in sixteen 
different countries with more than 1500 workshop 
participants. For the last six years, Nold has been 
developing an extensive tool-kit of technologies 
that blend together human and non-human sen-
sors for local governance.

In the context of the ‘map me if you will’ pro-
gramme of Pixelache Helsinki 2011, Chris-
tian Nold (UK) was invited to realise a new 
art project in Helsinki during 2011-2012. This 
new project called Suomenlinna Money Lab 
took place on Suomenlinna island. 

The Suomenlinna Money Lab project ex-
plored the island as a place of social, cultural 
and economic contact and exchange. The fo-
cus was on ‘local money’ as a social medium 
for people and a localised object that shapes 
and represents a geographical place. 

The project ran in an open and participatory
context, so anyone was free to join in and 
help directing the process. The challenge as 
well as for any projectstriving for sustainable 
effects rather than for short-term interven-
tion is to fully understand the ‘system’ it 
is interfering with, in this case the island 
Suomenlinna, and the forces behind the 
scenes as much as the various groups and 
communities.

Christian nold believes that local communi-
ties can be empowered by technology, 

the implementation of local systems and 
disclosure of structures. What struck him 
irst about Suomenlinna was the diversity 
of groups on  the island and the lack of 
communication among them. In response 
to this situation he began to investigate the 
possibility of an independent money system 
on the island, a currency like the Bijlmer 
Euro that he conceived for a neighborhood 
in Amsterdam last year. Such a currency 
could change economic and social exchange 
patterns and result in gains for the islanders 
who are facing an extreme increase of their 
rents over the next couple of years.
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Suomenlinna Money Lab programme 
of events in 2011-2012

Production Residency: Suomenlinna Money Lab

11-12.5.2012: Suomenlinnna Money Lab 
Exhibition @ Camp Pixelache

9.2-16.3.2012: Illustration competititon, 
Banknote for local currency in Suomenlinna

9.1-.7.2.2012: Suomenlinna Currency name 
poll

18.11.2011: Discussion: Hot and cold debt – 
Citizens and the global economic crisis om 
collaboration with HIAP & Lens Politica.

22. – 23.11.2011: Suomenlinna Money Lab @ 
Väkevä Viapori

21.11.2011:  Workshops at the Suomenlinna 
school and Taidekoulu MAA

8. & 10.9.2011:  Suomenlinna Money Lab 
‘Local Value’ workshops 

March 2011: Suomenlinna Emotional Map 
Workshop & Presentation

Through a series of workshops and experi-
ments led in the autum 2011, we investigated 
the different ways that the social and geo-
graphical combine to create ‘local value’ on 
the island. 

The picture above was taken during a work-
shop organised at Jääkellari in september 
2011. The small picture in the upper right 
corner is drawring of the Suomenlinna Euro’

as imagined by a Suomenlinna school pupil 
during a workshop led by Christian Nold at 
the local school in October 2011.
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Production Residency: Suomenlinna Money Lab

Not many people came to the autumn work-
shops, so later on in early 2012, we talked 
directly to some of the local restaurants, 
cafes and other businesses. The craftspeo-
ple and artists of the island were the most 
enthusiastic, who saw this project as a way 
to promote what they do to a wider group of 
people.
An online name poll was set up to based on 
a list of names proposed during the autumn 
workshops, to give the currency a name. The 
name that got most votes is ‘Kuula’ (canon-
ball in Finnish).

In April 2012, we set up an illustration com-
petition to create the designs of a banknote 
for the local currency. This competition was 
won by Hilla Mäkelä, a student from art 
school MAA based in Suomenlinna. 

During spring time, we realised that we had 
built a group of enthusiasts, but we found 
that not enough people were ready to invest 
their time and energy in collaborating with us 
on this project. Our aim had always been to 
inject some ideas, enthusiasm and external 
cultural funding into Suomenlinna, and then, 
if the project was running, for us to withdraw 
and let you people from Suomenlinna make 
the decisions. But for whatever reason we 
had not hit that point of critical mass where 
projects gain their own momentum and start 
to run by themselves.

So instead of realising a full-functioning 
currency as we had imagined, we have now 
decided to do something much simpler. We 
literally printed and gave away the money 
to the islanders. Each inhabitant will soon 
received a Suomenlinna Kuula, that func-
tions as a symbolic voucher and that has no 
inancial value beyond what they might want 
to do with it! The note has a link to the www.
viapori.net website which is available for 
them to use: either to describe what the do, 
or offer some service to other people.

We are also currently focusing on document-
ing the process of this project and putting 
together a publication that will be launched 
in November 2012.



During her residency, Catherine gave a 
presentation entitled ‘Hack for Culture’ and 
shared with us her experience of informal 
learning within the ield of art & technology, 
based on the LABtoLAB experiment.
LABtoLAB was set up by 4 European new 
media organizations: Constant (Brussels), 
Kitchen Budapest (Budapest), Medialab-
Prado (Madrid) and PiNG (Nantes). It is a 
nomadic university project exploring the role 
of the lab as a space for collaborative learn-
ing and knowledge exchange, in the context 
of the lab.
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Micro-Residencies 2012

Catherine Lenoble (FR) / PING, LabToLab

Melinda Sipos (HU) / Kitchen Budapest

Micro-residencies question traditional production residency models by re-investigating aspects usually taken for granted or considered secondary, 
such as transport, accommodation & hospitality in general, the whole economy involved and the informal exchanges and human aspects of a resi-
dency. They set out to be micro-laboratories where different tools, approaches, methods can be tested, to re-invent cultural production models in 
general, and consequently, our organisations themselves.

Catherine Lenoble is a French cultural pro-
ducer and author based in Nantes. Through 
her work at PING (‘resource organisation’ 
at the intersection of creation, society and 
technology) during the past 6 years, she has 
been networking ideas and people through 
art and cultural projects, informal educa-
tional programmes and collaborative edito-
rial works, both locally and internationally. 
She has published an experimental novel 
petitBain in 2010 . She also regularly con-
tributes to editorial projects, on and off-line. 

Melinda Sipos is a Budapest-based artist 
and designer, cultural mediator and pro-
ducer who works locally and internationally. 
She initiates, co-ordinates and participates 
in various projects and workshops at the 
intersection of art, design and technology. 
She studied glass design and new media de-
sign in Hungary and France and went on to 
hold various positions at Kitchen Budapest 
media lab, including programme director.

As part of her micro-residency, Melinda con-
ducted research on Camp Pixelache’s

catering. Her intention was to attempt to 
measure how catering affects the global 
carbon footprint of an event, and ind out if 
it could be balanced out with a joint effort. 

Melinda Sipos (HU) 
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Kër Thiossane during the past years like Af-
roPixel - the irst African Digital Art Festival 
and Rose Des Vents Numérique, developed 
within UE-ACP cultural Programm, in collab-
oration with others structures in Africa and 
Caraïbes. This programme, through different 
activities, including residencies, workshops, 
professional meetings and festivals, tries to 
facilitate the access of artists and the larger 
public to technologies and new media art 
practices, emphasizing free software. 

Micro-Residencies 2012

Marion Louisgrand (FR/Senegal) / Kër Thiossane

Marion Louisgrand Sylla is together with 
Francois Sylla the founder of Kër Thiossane, 
Villa for Art and Multimedia based in Dakar, 
that recently celebrated its 10th anniversary. 
The activities of this media art centre start-
ed in 2003 with the aim to provide African 
artists with access to multimedia tools.

Marion Louisgrand gave a public presenta-
tion of Kër Thiossane in the Senegalese 
context and more generally about the emer-
gence and speciicity of media art in Africa. 
She presented several projects initiated by 

Ilze Black (UK/Latvia)

Ilze Black is a media artist and producer. 
She has curated numerous media produc-
tions, art events and happenings in and 
around London during last 15 years. She 
is one of the co-founders of the innovative 
new media arts collectives AmbientTV.net 
and Take2030. In 1990s post-Soviet Latvia, 
Ilze cofounded the seminal art initiative art 
bureau OPEN. Her projects focus on network 
populism, free wireless, open communities 
and transnational society. 

For ive years, Ilze led Waterman’s new me-
dia art programme and is also an associate 
of NodeL and HiveNetworks. She was the 
director of the Class Wargames ilm about 
Debord’s The Game of War. Ilze is at present 
studying for a doctorate in the Media and 
Art Technology at Queen Mary University 
London.
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Camp Pixelache 2012

We organised a more compact edition of Pixelache Helsinki Festival called ‘Camp 
Pixelache’ during on 11-12 May 2012. The main venue for the event was Arbis, the 
Swedish-language adult education centre in central Helsinki. 

Camp Pixelache 2012 was designed around one main unconference day on Sat-
urday 12.5, with an overarching theme of “Do It With Others” (D.I.W.O.). How can 
artists, makers, cultural producers, researchers and activists work collaboratively 
with each other and audiences, to create new co-production models for artefacts/
events with sustainability as the core goal?  Within the Arbis venue there was also 
a demo exhibition; demo stalls of various maker, open design & hacklab projects.

Several other events were organised around this main presentation/seminar day, 
including a keynote opening presentation on the Friday evening before; a club 
event on the Saturday evening; several professional workshops before and after 
(‘Hexayurt Sauna Talkoot’ and ‘The Art of Gathering Environmental Data’ Brunch); 
and lastly a learner-in-residence position for a 1 week period.

Although the Camp day of 12.5. was organised around the main D.I.W.O. theme, 
there were also several pre-determined sub-themes. Each had a plenary presen-
tation the invited plenary speakers of which were also the facilitators of other 
participants’ contribution to those themes.
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Camp Pixelache 2012: Hexayurt Talkoot 11.5

As part of Camp Pixelache and in connection with Vinay Gupta‘s visit, 
developer of the free/open source emergency shelter Hexayurt, we or-
ganised a talkoot event on Friday  afternoon11.5. Later in the Friday eve-
ning, after Vinay Gupta’s key note lecture, we organised a sauna party at 
the newly constructed Hexayurt sauna.

The Hexayurt shelter can cost less than a relief tent, is designed to be 
manufactured anywhere in the world at any scale, from local materials, 
as Free hardware, to house humans in need. The Hexayurt Project main-
tains the designs and makes them freely available. The aim of this ‘con-
struction work party’ was to learn together the practical skills of how to 
build Hexayurts and to construct a temporary sauna structure. 

The commissioned stove was built to a shop-
ping cart by Justin Tyler Tate and Ernest Tru-
ely from Polymer Cultural Factory in Tallinn.
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Camp Pixelache: Opening Keynote Lecture by Vinay Gupta 11.5

This year’s Camp Pixelache was opened on 
Friday 11 May with a keynote lecture by Vinay 
Gupta (The Bucky-Gandhi Design Institution). 
Gupta is one of the world’s leading thinkers 
on infrastructure theory and managing geo-
poltical risks as well as an environmentalist 
and a sustainability activist. He is known for 
example for developing Hexayurt, the free/
open source emergency shelter and writ-
ing the book The Future We Deserve. Gupta’s 
keynote presentation will took place on Fri-
day evening at Camp Pixelache 2012 main 
venue Arbis. 

The shifting balance of power between the 
State and Corporations is a huge part of the 
problems our democracies face in respond-
ing to issues like climate change. Normally 
this is analysed in terms of corruption and 
regulatory capture, but I’d like to look at it 
in another way: the State isn’t very good at 
complexity, and cooperation is the funda-
mental mode of the 21st century. If you want 
a lot of people to do something together, you 
need effective cooperation.
We’ll look at three speciic projects I’ve 
worked on which take unconventional ap-
proaches to cooperation.

1) The Hexayurt Project, the world’s most 
successful Free/Open Source housing 
project, with thousands of builders, dozens 
of contributors, and no project management, 
bank account or other trapping of govern-
ance.

2) Simple Critical Infrastructure Maps, an 
attempt to foster cooperation in disasters by 
giving people a clear, effective language for 
cooperation around saving lives.

3) EdgeRyders, an example of a big institu-
tion (Council of Europe) learning how to 
dance with individuals using network me-
diation and cultural bridging to effectively 
learn from everybody.

We’ll actually spend most of the talk looking 
at these projects, then abstract out some 
ideas about cooperation and governance.
 
And we’ll try not to spend _too_ long won-
dering about the improbable vortex which 
is the intersection between Ronald Coase 
and John Nash, two Nobel-prize winning 
economists who studied cooperation and 
competition, but who’s two perspectives 
have never been fully integrated together. In 
the matrix of competition, cooperation and 
communication costs, there’s a real hope for 
global change.

Vinay Gupta kicked off Camp Pixelache 2012 
with a keynote presentation.

Abstract
Tools and language –Why government can’t 
manage the 21st century but we can.
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Camp Pixelache: Unconference 12.5

Camp Pixelache 2012 was a compact edition of Pixelache festival and it was based on our previous positive Camp Pixelache experiments. Camp day 
12.5. was be organised around the main theme Do it with Others (D.I.W.O.) and three pre-determined sub-themes. Each has a plenary presentation; 
of which the speaker was also be the facilitator of other participants’ contribution to the theme, according to the BarCamp unconference model.  

Since early April when our Open Call was published, participants has been making sugges-
tions for short (5-10 minutes) presentations on the main and sub-themes to open etherpad 
memos. Saturday 12.5 begun with the scheduling of the day by the participants. In between 
the different open sessions which they also facilitated, Marc Garrett, Jennifer Gabrys, Pedro 
Soler & Owen Kelly gave plenary presentations under their respective topics. In the course 
of day over 40 individual presentations took place, accompanied by vivid discussions.
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Camp Pixelache: Main theme: ‘Do-It-With-Others’

Marc Garrett will presented the concept of D.I.W.O. that extends the DIY activist ethos of Situationism and early 
net art. It also draws on inluences from Fluxus, peer 2 peer culture, tactical media and other imaginative social 
hacking practices. It deploys grass roots art collaboration to challenge the notion of individual artistic genius; 
towards a more collaborative and contemporary art making practice. In this approach peers connect to claim 
and create their own structures and contexts, using either digital networks or shared physical environments, 
making an art that is both made and distributed across a network. D.I.W.O. critiques and remodels the role of 
the curator, artist as celebrity, art economies, established art hierarchies, imposed protocols and their defaults.

Plenary speaker & facilitator Marc Garrett

Main theme was outlined by plenary 
speaker Marc Garrett (UK), an activist, 
artist, writer and co-director/founder (with 
artist Ruth Catlow) of internet arts collec-
tive http://www.furtherield.org (since 1996) 
and the Furtherield Gallery & social space 
in London. Through these platforms various 
contemporary media arts exhibitions and 
projects are presented nationally and inter-
nationally. Marc also hosts a weekly media 
arts radio programme on Resonance FM 
(http://www.furtherield.org/programmes/
radio), co-edited the publication “Artists 
Re: thinking games”, main editor of Further-
ied’s regular reviews and articles on media 
art culture, and is editing a new publica-
tion “Conversations As We Leave The 21st 
Century”. He is currently undertaking a PhD 
at Birkbeck University, London.
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Camp Pixelache: Sub-Theme 1: ‘Creative Neighbourhood Skills’

Plenary speaker & facilitator Pedro Soler (ES)

How to do facilitation, organisational and participatory practices, engaging in one’s own (or indeed another’s) 
neighbourhood, and explore different economies involved. This sub-theme covered citizen, volunteer, artistic 
and activist strategies as well as grassroots community development from different examples locally and inter-
nationally. It also covered presentations on alternative currency experiments and around the future of money.

This sub-theme was outlined by artist-or-
ganiser Pedro Soler. Trained in the area of 
the art and the new technologies (Master of 
Digital Arts of the Institute Audiovisual of the 
University Pompeu Fabra, 1997-1998), he has 
developed an intense professional trajectory 
in artistic creation and cultural manage-
ment. Instigator and catalyst of numerous 
initiatives related to new media, art and 
theater, both individually and in collectives 
such as iftyifty (an independent distributor 
of multimedia art), dadata (audiovisual cre-
ation), didascalie.net (digital creation in the 
theater), giss.tv (services of streaming with 
free software) and has imparted numerous 
workshops around the world.  
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Camp Pixelache: Sub-Theme 2: ‘The Art of Gathering Environmental Data’

This sub-theme covered ecosystem theory, environmental monitoring, and citizen/ participatory science, in the 
context of open data. How can we support and develop the activities that are already going on in institutions at 
a more grassroot level, “producing reliable citizen science data”. This sub-theme was designed in collaboration 
with the Finnish Bio Art Society.

Plenary speaker & facilitator Jennifer 
Gabrys (UK)

This sub-theme was outlined by Jennifer 
Gabrys, Senior Lecturer and Convener of the 
MA Design and Environment at Goldsmiths, 
University of London. Her research in-
vestigates environments, material proc-
esses and communication technologies 
through theoretical and practice-based 
work. Projects within this area include a 
recently published book, Digital Rubbish: A 
Natural History of Electronics (University of 
Michigan Press, 2011), which examines the 
material geographies of electronic waste; 
and a study currently underway on citizen 
sensing and environmental change, titled 
Program Earth: Environment as Experiment 
in Sensing Technology.
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Camp Pixelache: Sub-Theme 3: Virtuality

How are aspects of everyday life and social identity affected by virtual environments and social network plat-
forms? This sub-theme created space for discussion on the practices, projects, and communities that consti-
tute digital identity and digital behaviour, as well as the interfaces between public/private, personal/social and 
real/virtual.

Plenary speaker & facilitator Owen Kelly 
(UK/FI)

This sub-theme was outlined by Owen Kelly, 
born in Birkenhead, England, and lives in 
Helsinki, Finland, he has worked as a com-
munity artist, cultural consultant computer 
trainer and web designer. He is the author of 
Community, Art & The State (1984), and Digi-
tal Creativity (1995). Currently he lectures 
in online media at Arcada, a university of ap-
plied science. He is a doctoral candidate in 
epedagogy at the University of Industrial Art 
& Design, Helsinki. He is a founding member 
of The League of Worlds, a group exploring 
the pedagogical implications of simulation 
and virtuality.
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Camp Pixelache 2012: Demos & Suomenlinna Money Lab exhibition 

Suomenlinna Money Lab exhibition

Chernobyl Simulator by Helsinki Hacklab.

Various Demo Stalls on Open Design, Crafts 
and Manufacturing were exhibited at Camp 
Pixelache. Kulturlabor Trial & Error from Ber-
lin was the invited guest of this exhibition.
with their Upcycle it workshop.

The results of Suomenlinna local currency il-
lustration competition were also exhibited at 
Camp Pixelache. Competition was part of the 
Suomenlinna Money Lab project by resident 
artist Christian Nold 

Demo Exhibition

Drawings by the children In Suomenlinna Elementary School. 
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A mobile Audio / Visual Performance by Dennis Tan (sound artist/musician) and Sebastian 
Ziegler (multi-media artist/storyteller) took Pixelache audience  on a journey with sounds and 
images through the myth ‘PROMETHEUS’. The retelling of the myth took place on the way from 
Camp Pixelache main venue Arbis to Pixelache Club venue Dubrovnik (Eerikinkatu 11). The 
myth was broken down into different parts and presented at different locations along the way. 
The artists led the way on a modiied bicycle consisting of video projectors and sound equip-
ment. In Dubrovnik the evening continued with tri-lingual Finnish post-electro duo, Wurm and 
DJ Ardelicious. 

Camp Pixelache Club

A mobile Audio / Visual Performance 
PROMETHEUS by Dennis Tan and Sebastian 
Ziegler.

Wurm performing at Dubrovnik.
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# Agnese Baranova (LV)
# Andreas Wagner (EE)
# Andrew Paterson (FI)
# Anne Rölz (DE)
# Antti Jauhiainen (FI)
# Antti Kojo (FI)
# Christian Nold (UK)
# Corné Driesprong
# Daina Silina (LV)
# Dennis Tan
# Ditte Hegelund (DK)
# Dmitry Golynko (RU)
# Eero af Heurlin (FI)
# Elena Bykovskaya (RU)
# Eliana Corredor (CO)
# Eliana Runner
# Erich Berger (FI)
# Forrest Oliphant (US)
# Gisle Froysland (NO)
# Hanna Harris (FI/UK)
# Heidi Lind
# Henri Hytt (EE)
# Herkko Labi (EE)
# Hilla Rudanko (FI)
# Ir½na Špi½aka (LV)
# Jacob Sikker Remin (DK)
# Jan Pankovets (EE)
# Jara Rocha (ES)
# Jenna Sutela (FI)
# Jennifer Gabrys (UK)
# Jodie Baltazar (PL)
# John W. Fail (US/FI/EE)
# Judith Meijer (NL/DE)
# Karen Guthrie (UK)
# Kati Hyyppä (FI/NL)
# Katia Uspenskaya (RU)
# Kevin Bartoli (FR)

# Kimmo Modig (FI)
# Krisjanis Rijnieks (LV)
# Kristen Baumlier-Faber (US)
# Laura Uusitalo (FI)
# Leea Parhiala (FI)
# Lili Badawi (DK)
# Lilia Voronkova (RU)
# Luis Fernando Medina Car-
dona (CO/DE)
# Marc Garrett (UK)
# Marcis Rubenis (LV)
# Mari Keski-Korsu (FI)
# Maria Koldobskaya (RU)
# Marko Suovula (FI)
# Mathieu Marguerin (FR)
# Matti Pöyry (FI)
# Miikka Ahlman (FI)
# Mike Bradshaw
# Mikhail Vink (RU)
# Mikko Laajola (FI)
# Mikko Lipiäinen (FI)
# Nathalie Aubret (FI/FR)
# Nina Pope (UK)
# Oleg Pachenov (RU)
# Olivier Heinry (FR)
# Owen Kelly (FI/UK)
# Pavel Smolnikov (RU)
# Pedro Soler (ES)
# Rachel Kinbar
# Ramyah Gowrishankar (IN)
# Raquel Renno (BR)
# Rehab Hazgui (TN)
# Roland Pretz (DE)
# Romain Papion (FR)
# Sandris Murcins (LV)
# Sarah Cook (UK)
# Sebastian Ziegler

# Sergey Silnov (RU)
# Signe Pucena (LV)
# Soile Ollikainen (FI)
# Susanne Jaschko (DE)
# Tuomo Tammenpää (FI)
# Ugis Pucens (LV)
# Victoria Ilyushkina (RU)
# Ville MJ Hyvönen (FI)
# Vinay Gupta (UK)
# Yulia Nikiforova (RU)

Camp Pixelache Contributors 2012
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Pixelache Helsinki Partner organisations and Supporters 2012

Partners / Events Co-organisers 2012

Koelse (Helsinki)
Kokomys (Turku)
Aalto Media Factory Fablab (Helsinki)
Polymer Cultural Factory (Tallinn)
Wasteland Festival (Kouvola)
Ptarmigan (Helsinki / Tallinn)
Arcada University of Applied Sciences (Helsinki)
Hirvitalo (tampere) 
World Design Capital (Helsinki)
Alternative Design Capital (Helsinki)
Serde, Aizputev (Latvia)
Linnalabor (Tallinn)
Centre for Independent Social Research (St. Petersburg)
Guerilla Gardeners Network (Helsinki)
m-cult (Helsinki)
Finnish Bioart Society (Helsinki)

Rixc (Latvia)
Wärk Fest (Helsinki)
HIAP (Helsinki)
Väkevä Viapori (Helsinki)
Taidekoulu MAA (Helsinki)
Kër Thiossane (Senegal)
Arbis (Helsinki)
Reality Reseach Centre (Helsinki)
Äänen Lumo (Helsinki)
Hackspace (Helsinki )
Ok Festival (Helsinki)
Luontoliitto (Helsinki)
Trial & Error collective (Germany)
Friends of the Baltics
Lens Politica (Helsinki)
Suomenlinna Resident Association (Helsinki)
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Participants and Audience 2012

Audience

Festival 2012 (Camp Pixelache): 500 

Pixelversity events in cluding live remote participants:  2300
‘Trashlab’ programme of events: 1200
‘Creative Neighbourhood Skills’ programme of event: 500
‘Ecosystem and Environmental Monitoring’ programme of events: 500
‘Open Design, Crafts & Manufacturing’ programme of events: 75
Virtuality Grand Tour events: 10

Micro-residencies lecture series: 25

Open Data Cooking workshop: 30

TOTAL: 2855

Online visitors

Over 200000 unique visitors on the different Pixelache websites 
since July 2008. 

About 27000 people have been so far watching our 08, 09 and 10, 11 
online video documentation.
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Documentation

Video Documentation

Many Pixelache and Pixelversity events are streamed live to internet. 
Many of our video documentatios are also available on Vimeo (www.
vimeo.com/pixelache). We got very positive feedback on the video 
documentation and some of the clips have been viewed by hundreds 
of people. Continuing to experiment with different formats of video 
documentation is part of a larger development of our presence on the 
web, to reach a wider audience online.

Photo Documentation

Pixelache’s oficial photographer is Antti Ahonen and his photos are 
available for viewing and download from the platform Flickr (www.
lickr.com/anttia). A signiicant contribution to Pixelache photo 
documentation is provided by various festival participants (search with 
‘Pixelache 2012’ tag on lickr.com).  
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Archiving Project

The goal of the Pixelache archiving project was to 
ensure that the eleven years of Pixelache activity 
could be preserved in an organised, permanent 
manner. 

The project was designed to centralize the re-
sources and material accumulated through the 
numerous projects, activities and events in Pix-
elache’s history, which were often documented 
inconsistently – and to ensure guidelines for future 
digital content preservation and basic organisa-
tional resources (such as email mailing lists, back-
up procedures, and how content will be created 
and stored).

A new server was set up and the existing websites 
were moved over one by one; mailing lists were 
moved to the Gmail/Google Apps mail platform, 
and photo/video assets were centralised on Vimeo 
and Flickr.

All software was upgraded to current, secure ver-
sions on the new server, which runs Ubuntu 12.04 
LTS.
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Pixelache in Media 2012

PAPER PRESS
HELSINGIN UUTISET, Suomenlinna saa kesällä oman valuutan, Anneli Tuominen-Halomo, 15.2.2012
SUOMEN KUVALEHTI, Tee uusi raha, 24.2.2012
HELSINKI TIMES, The secret life of money, Christian Nold, 1.3.2012
VARTTI, Suokille oma valuutta, Marja Salomaa 7.3.2012
VOIMA 4/2012, Kymmenen vuoden ähky, Anna-Soia Joro
SIXDEGREES 4/2012, D.I.W.O. Is the new D.I.Y!, Kati Hurme
HELSINKI TIMES, Cooperation and creativity, Kati Hurme, 10.5.2012
VARTTI, Töölössä saunotaan vanerijurtassa, Marja Salomaa, 9.5.2012
KULTTUURIVIHKOT 3/2012, Pikseliähky etsii kestävämpiä elämänmuotoja, Kirsi Vanhamaa
AAMULEHTI, Pikseliähky ja elokuvia hurjassa pakkasessa, 4.12.2012
HELSINGIN SANOMAT, Muusikko Heikki Salolle taiteen valtionpalkinto, 4.12.2012
TURUN SANOMAT, Muusikko Heikki Salolle taiteen valtionpalkinto, 4.12.2012

ONLINE
http://www.wired.co.uk/news/archive/2012-09/20/food-visualisationshttp://cult24.i/suomenlinna-saa-oman-valuutan
http://www.helsinginuutiset.i/artikkeli/92950-suomenlinna-saa-kesalla-oman-valuutan
http://www.tiedonantaja.i/2012-4-5/pikseliahky-leireilee-helsingissa
http://kulttuurivihkot.i/lehti/jutut/uutiset/266-pikseliaehkyssae-rakennetaan-heksajurttaa
http://ii.voima.i/artikkeli/2012/toukokuu/mun-taide-on-meidan
http://omakaupunki.hs.i/paakaupunkiseutu/uutiset/toolossa_saunotaan_vanerijurtassa/
http://www.radiocity.i/uutiset/paakaupunkiseutu/suomenlinnalle-oma-valuutta/1/1667
http://www.helsinginuutiset.i/artikkeli/108118-tallainen-on-suomenlinnan-paikallisvaluutta-–-katso-kuva

BLOGS
http://helsinkieurope.wordpress.com/category/data-cuisine/
http://www.essentaste.com/en/food/data-cuisine/
http://www.theatlanticcities.com/arts-and-lifestyle/2012/10/inlands-demographics-translated-high-cuisine/3504/
http://www.natecrowder.com/open-data-cooking-data-visualization-that-you-can-eat/
http://infosthetics.com/archives/2012/09/open_data_cooking_workshop_data_visualization_that_you_can_eat.html
http://kristenbaumlier.com/2012/06/05/a-collective-cake-and-local-food-artist-and-cultural-producer-milanda-sipos/
http://kristenbaumlier.com/2012/05/16/camp-pixelache-a-weekend-of-art-activism-sustainability-and-technology/
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Pixelache in Media 2012

http://kristenbaumlier.com/2012/05/19/vinay-gupta-at-pixeache-tools-and-language/
http://kristenbaumlier.com/2012/05/20/the-hexayurt-sauna-pixelache/
http://kristenbaumlier.com/2012/05/26/cheap-fat-and-open-an-open-source-synthesizer-project/
http://kristenbaumlier.com/2012/05/27/utopian-reality-art-and-research-camp-pixelache/
http://kristenbaumlier.com/2012/05/30/unconferences/
http://kristenbaumlier.com/2012/06/06/kulturlabor-trial-error-crafts-d-i-y-culture-and-sustainability/
http://kristenbaumlier.com/2012/06/05/a-collective-cake-and-local-food-artist-and-cultural-producer-milanda-sipos/
http://vinay.howtolivewiki.com/blog/other/my-summer-holidays-10-days-in-helsinki-inland-and-tallinn-estonia-3132
http://www.cyland.ru/site/russian/parent-agregator/4357
http://ageingyoungrebel.i/2012/05/needlepoint-robo/#more-1708
http://www.fashioningtech.com/proiles/blogs/e-embroidery-workshop-in-pixelache-2012
http://www.todellisuus.i/?p=609&lang=en
http://iranzuguijarroplaza.wordpress.com/2012/05/23/do-it-with-others-pixelache-2012/
http://pareconinland.blogspot.com/2012/05/suomenlinnaan-oma-valuutta.html
http://www.arterritory.com/ru/teksti/statji/1184-kak_mediaaktivizm_i_mediaiskusstvo_izobretajut_luchshee_buducshee/
/2012/05/16/camp-pixelache-a-weekend-of-art-activism-sustainability-and-technology/
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